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DESCRIPTIVE DATA ON ELBCTROLINERS

ELECTRCLINERS are the first all-electric articulated trains of their kind
ever to be built. They are especially designed to meet the peculiar needs of a heavy
traffic that moves every day "between metropolitan areas of Chicago and Milwaukee.

ELECTROLINERS make five trips each way - every day - via the North Shore
fine's high-speed Skokie Valley Route between Chicago's Loop and downtown Milwaukee.

Most of them stop at Waukegan (Edison Court), Kenosha and Racine. Two
trains on Sundays operate non-stop between Milwaukee and Chicago's city limits at
Howard Street. Two trains - one in each direction - stop at Zion.

All ELECTROLINERS maka regular North Shore Line station stops in Chicago,
including Belmont Avenue, Wilson Avenue and Howard Street.

Direct connections at North Chicago Junction and Howard Street, Chicago,
make ELECTROLINER service available to all North Shore suburban communities from
Evanston to Lake Forest and Great Lakes.

ELECTROLINERS are *4--unit articulated trains which are 155 feet U inches
long. The U units are mounted on 5 trucks, each unit being articulated, or joined,
to the adjacent unit on truck center plates. This is a departure from the conven-
tional practice of putting trucks at each end of a car and then joining the cars
together with standard couplings. It adds materially to riding comfort and reduces
weight of the trains.

The 2 end units of each ELICTROLINER are luxury coaches divided into two
compartments by passageways which provide entrance and exit to the trains. These
end units.seat 30 passengers in each of the coach sections and 10 passengers in the
smoking compartments. A modern rest room is located in each of the smaller com-
partments,

One of.the center units in each train is an all-coach compartment seating
40. passengers. The remaining center unit is a tavern-lounge with a seating capacity
of 26 passengers.

Each ELECTROLINER weighs approximately 200,000 pounds, or the equivalent
of atjout two of the regular steel passenger cars operated by the railroad,

ELBCTROLINERS are constructed of high tensile steels, electrically welded,
giving a smooth rounded exterior completely free of protruding bolts .or rivet heads -
reducing air resistance as well as adding to their general appearance.

Articulated body end sills are steel castings with the center bearings and
side bearings cast integral. Center bearings are of the ball-and-socket type wherein
the sphericalvshaped center bearing of one unit rests in a socket attached to the
adjacent unit and that in turn bears on the main center bearing attached to the
truck bolster. Car side bearings rest on rollers attached to the truck bolster and
uhus provide minimum resistance to truck movements at track curves.
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Trucks are of the cast-steel frame type with double equalizer bars and
have a wheel,base of seven feet two inches. Large diameter coil springs with par-
allel shock absorbers prevent transmission of vibrations to car bodies. Conventional
type elliptic springs at the truck bolster are eliminated.

Axles are standard 5" x 9" journal size and are fitted with rolled bearing
journals. Wheels are 3! inches in diameter with standard North Shore Line non-sway
cylindrical treads.

Brakes are of the clasp type with brake cylinders mounted on sides of the
trucks. Each cylinder operates brakes on two wheels on adjacent side of the truck
and is fitted with its own automatic slack adjuster.

Brake equipment consists of a pneumatically operated air braking system
upon which is superimposed an electrical operation. It is so arranged that the
electric operation predominates with the pneumatic operation available at all times
in case of failure of the electric operation.

Brake valves are of the self-lapping type when electric operation is used
and give any desired retardation according to the position of the brake valve handle.
Change of pneumatic pressure en electric control valve on the operating car closes
or opens electric circuits which extend throughout the train and give instantaneous
brake operation to all parts of the train.

Compressed air for brake operation is furnished by two air compressors,
one of which is located under each end unit.

Each ELECTROLINER is equipped with eight motors of 125 H,P. each - a total
of 1000 H.P. per train.

Two motors are mounted in each of the first two trucks at each end of the
train.

Drive between motors and axles is a departure from previous practice in
that the motor is rigidly attached to the truck frame and drives the axle through a
flexible connection and a W-N gear unit.

These gear units are oil tight. Smaller gears are mounted in roller bear- .
ings and the complete housings are carried on roller bearings at the axle ends.
This construction together with the roller and ball bearings used on the motor arm-
ature shaft produces an extremely quiet drive.

Gears in the W-N drive have a ratio of "J2 to 27 or approximately 2.66 to 1.

With this gear ratio and with the full strength of fields on the motors,
trains will have a free running speed of 85 miles per hour. Train operation will be
started using full strength of the motor fields, but provision has been made to shunt
part of the field strength if desired so that a speed of over 100 miles per hour can
be attained.

The 8 motors in each train are controlled by two separate U~motor control
units. These control units are connected by suitable "train lines" so that all 8
motors may be controlled from either end of the train.

The control equipment, consisting of line switches, groups of motor and
resistor switches, reversers and the master controllers, operates on 32 volt circuits.
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The 32 volt power is furnished by two motor generator sets and a storage
"battery. The motor generator sets operate on line voltage (650 volts) and generates
32 volt energy for the storage battery, motor control, certain lights and auxiliary
control. The storage battery "floats" on the J>2 volt bus line extending through the
train and furnishes energy in case of failure of the motor generator sets.

The master controllers regulate operation of the main propulsion motors by
controlling the sequence of Operation of U single-pole and 7 double-pole electro-
pneumatic switches in the main motor circuits.

Master controllers have 16 notches to give smooth acceleration and to give
an increase in speed of 1.25 miles per hour each second, with full load.

Master controllers have safety devices which automatically shut off the
power to the main motors and apply emergency brakes should the operating handle be
released at any time.

Operation of all 600-volt auxiliary circuits is controlled from auxiliary
contactor groups which contain magnetic contactors located under the car bodies.
The magnetic contactors control the operation of the electric heaters, air compress-
ors, main body linos, etc. Operation of these contactors is controlled by switches
in the low voltage circuit located on the switchboards in the motorman's cabs. "

The .entire structure of the ELECTROLIITSRS, including floors, sides, roofs
and ends, is thoroughly insulated v;ith three inches of insulation material. 'Even
where the interior finish is attached to the body structure, the metallic path is
broken by.means of insulation. This construction insures a maximum of quiet and
temperature uniformity with a minimum of heat conductivity through the structure of
the train.

To further assist in reducing.heat and sound transfer through the train
structure, ELECTROLIN3RS are equipped throughout with double sash at each window
opening. The sash are made of aluminum. Outside sash are permanently attached
flush with the exterior of train bodies. Inside sash are arranged to swing into the
cars. Inside sash are completely glazed with safety glass and outside sash are com-
pletely glazed v/ith polished plate glass to insure clear undistorted vision through
the windows.

ELECTROLINERS are completely air conditioned. They are heated in winter
by thermostatically controlled electric heaters and cooled in the warm months by
thermostatically controlled air coolers and dehumidifiers. Heating and.air con-
ditioning functions are combined into a unified system under control of a number of
thermostats making it possible to automatically maintain three different ranges of
temperature in the trains, either during cooling or heating, depending upon the time
of the year and the desires of passengers.

Heating comes fron two sources. Floor heating is supplied by unit-strip
electric heaters located in a duct along each side of.the train below the seats.
Thermostats for control cf floor hoat are located under the seats near the floor to
insure desired temperatures at this level in the cars* Additional heating is pro-
duced by banks of fin-strip electric heaters located in the ventilating ducts ad-
jacent to the fans. This part of the heating is combined with the ventilating
system.

There are two ventilating fans driven by one motor located above the head-
lining at the end of each of the center units. Each set of two fans will discharge



1100 cubic feet of air per minute into the ventilating ducts above the center of
the ceiling, extending the entire length of each car.

During the heating season UOO cubic feet per minute of fresh outside air
is drawn through an air filter by each set of ventilating fans and mixed with 700
cubic feet per minute of inside air which is also drawn in through a filter. This
mixed air is passed over the fin-strip heaters and into the ventilating ducts.
Thermostats which control the temperature of this air are located inside the ducts
at the opening farthest from the heater banks.

During the cooling season the same fans and air ducts are used as during
the heating period. Air is cooled and dehumidified by being passed through cooling
evaporation. Cooling evaporators are located in the air ducts immediately adjacent
to the heater banks, but thermostats controlling rate of evaporation of the refrig-
erant are located in the duct where the recirculated air is drawn into the ventil-
ating system.

Cooling thermostats control solenoid valves which regulate the amount of
refrigerant entering the evaporators.

'Control of each of the two compressor units is such that the compressor
is operated if either of the two evaporators require. more refrigerant.

Refrigerant used on ELECTROLIJISRS is Preon. This is a non-toxic material
which is a gas at ordinary temperature and atmospheric pressures. It is compressed
by two compressor-condenser units, one located under each of the center units. The
liquid Freon to, and the gaseous Freon from, the evaporators located in the end
units is carried in Freon jumper hoses between the train units.

The tavern-lounge car on each ELECTROLINER is one of the many unusual
features of the trains. These tavern-lounges not only include a pleasingly decor-
ative modern bar, but are also equipped with necessary electrically-operated cook-
ing equipment to provide light meals.

Electric stoves in these cars are of unusual type in that no heat is pro-
duced by the stove itself. This is accomplished by having the primary of a trans-
former in the top of the stove and the short circuited secondary in the base of the
cooking utensil.

To operate electric stoves, percolators, toasters, refrigerators and part
of the lights, a 10-kilowatt motor-alternator is. installed under each tavern-lounge
unit. These motor-alternators take their power from GOO-volt D.C. main supply line
and generate 208-volt, three-phase, 60-cycle A.C.

ELECTROLDTER interior decorations and appointments were created by James
Eppenstein and Associates.

Each of the four units of each SLECTRCLINBR is different. One of the
luxury coach units is. furnished in coral, blue and silver - coral upholstery, sil-
houetted against two tones of blue on the sides, with silver window shades and sil-
ver decorations above. The smoker section of this unit is in complete harmony but
deeper in tones.

Another luxury coach unit is finished in apricot, turquoise and brown.
The smoking section is finished in similar harmonious colors but deeper tones.



The centerj full-coach unit has floors of soft pearl gray with black and
red borders with walls in two shades of gray and harmonizing gray upholstery.
Accents of "black and touches of red lend particular style and chic.

In the tavern-lounge units deep red» "brown and gold are used. Walls and
"snack Tsar" are natural walnut combined with cork. Dull brass trim brings out the
richness of the woods and the upholstery. Window shades are gold colored and a
thiok brown carpet covers the floor* Walls above the windows are decorated with
murals.

Lighting fixtures in the coach units are of the latest design, beam-con-
trolled lighting. A fixture is located over each seat and provides approximately
25 foot candles on the reading plane. Lighting in tavern-lounge units is of.var-
ious types arranged to highly illuminate the bar and immediate vicinity with an
artistic illumination of lower intensity throughout the remainder of the car.


